Embody Your Divine Feminine
Beauty and Power:
A Women’s Experiential Therapy
Group for Sensitive Souls
7-Week Committed Series with

Angela Agenlian-Neuert, MA, MFT

Nurture and open the pathways of your feminine energy and
relate authentically with self and others for fulfilling emotional in-to-me-see!
Our connection to our bodies, feelings and relational capacities are some of our greatest,
natural gifts. Yet our culture teaches us to reject these powerful feminine portals. This can lead
us to feel isolated and disconnected from ourselves, one another and our natural world. Join me
in a circle of women, in sacred space, as we engage new ways of being together to:





relax into safety as you are welcomed for who you are, as you are
transform and empower your life, by engaging your own inner healer
ground, rest and delight in your body’s authentic wisdom and relational intelligence
enjoy transparently expressing your authentic self in the wild, unknown, living moment
Tuesdays or Thursdays, Santa Rosa or Sebastopol
6:30-8:30pm, November 4 or 6 (not 11/27) - December 16 or 18, 2014
Free Introductory Night Tuesday 10/21/14 register to receive more details
$275 if paid by 10/20/14, $295 if paid by 11/1/14, payment plans available

We will weave together mindfulness and body-based awareness practices, experiential
exercises, expressive arts, and effective new skills for personal and collective growth and healing.
From a great deal of personal and professional development, I
have discovered an abundant array of body-based practices that can
powerfully access and transform unconscious material. These
include Internal Family Systems, Bill Bowen’s Somatic Resourcing,
aspects of Aline LaPierre’s Developmental Trauma work, Women’s
Initiation, Compassionate Communication and Body Tales
improvisational, expressive arts work.
As a result, I bring depth, relatedness, strength and sensitivity to the group field, and great
passion to the healing, transformation and empowerment of the Feminine in our world today.
For more information about me and a more detailed description of my training,
please see my website www.embodiedsoulpresence.com
and/or call me at (707) 206-6422.

